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Abstract. We show that the expressive power of well-founded Datalog does not decrease when restricted to total programs (it is known to
decrease from 11 to 11 on in nite Herbrand structures) thereby armatively answering an open question posed by Abiteboul, Hull, and Vianu
[AHV95]. In particular, we show that for every well-founded Datalog
program there exists an equivalent total program whose only recursive
rule is of the form
 Y ); : win(Y )
win(X ) move(X;
where move is de nable by a quanti er-free rst-order formula. This
yields a nice new normal form for well-founded Datalog and implies that
it is sucient to consider draw-free games in order to evaluate arbitrary
Datalog programs under the well-founded semantics.

1 Introduction
The well-founded semantics (WFS) [VGRS88, VG93] has become popular as
an intuitive and \well-behaved"1 semantics for the language of logic programs
containing negative cyclic dependencies, like the famous program Pgame :

win(X )

move(X; Y ); : win(Y ):

A position X in a game is won, if there is a move to some position Y which
is not won (since then the opponent has to move). WFS assigns a partial
(3-valued) model WFS(P; D) to every logic program P and database D. The
third truth-value unde ned is assigned if the truth of an atom A depends negatively on itself and there is no other \well-founded" derivation for A leading to true. Consider for example a move graph for Pgame consisting of the
edges move(a; b); move(b; a); move(b; c) and move(c; d). Under the well-founded
1

Dix [Dix95] formally de nes this notion using certain abstract properties, and shows
that WFS is the weakest well-behaved extension of the generally accepted strati ed
semantics [ABW88].

semantics, win(d) is false, since there are no moves from d. Consequently, win(c)
is true, since it is possible to move from c to d. On the other hand, win(a) and
win(b) are unde ned since a is won i b is not won, and b is won i a is not won.
This corresponds nicely to the fact, that the positions a and b in the game are
drawn : the player moving from b has no winning strategy (moving to c would
leave the opponent in a won position), but she can enforce a game of in nite
length by moving from b to a and thus avoid losing.
Another aspect of languages which has always played an important role in
database theory is expressive power, i.e., the class of queries de nable in a language. The query associated with a logic program P and database D is de ned in
terms of the true atoms of WFS(P; D) (hence unde ned and false atoms belong
to the complement of the query). Van Gelder showed that Datalog evaluated
under WFS is equivalent to (least) xpoint logic [VG89, VG93].
A natural question arising is: What is the expressive power of programs which
never yield the truth value unde ned, i.e. which are total for all databases D?
For logic programs over in nite Herbrand structures, the restriction to total
programs results in loss of expressive power from 11 to 11 [Sch95]. For Datalog programs, the question has been posed by Abiteboul et. al. [AHV95] and
remained open so far. We give the somewhat surprising2 answer that on nite
structures, i.e. for well-founded Datalog, there is no loss of expressive power.3
As it turns out, games play a crucial role in our solution: using a normal form
for xpoint logic, we rst show that every Datalog program can be viewed as
a game between two players. Thus, the ubiquitous win-move example is raised
retroactively to an elegant normal form for well-founded Datalog. The drawn
positions of the game are exactly the unde ned atoms of the well-founded model.
The second result is that for every game one can nd an equivalent game which is
draw-free, i.e. all positions in the game are either won or lost. This implies, that
total well-founded Datalog and well-founded Datalog have the same expressive
power.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 the required concepts and
terminology are brie y introduced. They are based on [AHV95], [VG93, AB94]
(for WFS) and [EF95] (for xpoint logic). In Section 3 we rst introduce games
and then show our main result, the reduction of games to draw-free games.
Indeed, in [VG93] van Gelder writes: \This suggests that the alternating xpoint
on normal programs captures the negation of positive existential closures (such as
transitive closure), but not the negation of positive universal closures (such as wellfoundedness)." The generalization of WFS to general logic programs, i.e., with rstorder rule bodies avoids { at least for some examples { unde ned atoms in the
well-founded model (cf. [Che95]).
3
In [Kub95], the second author has obtained a normal form theorem for LFP. Rewriting programs as logic formulas, the rst author realized that Kubierschky's result
can be used to solve the problem by Abiteboul et. al. The present exposition is due
to the third author.
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2 Preliminaries
A database schema (or relational schema )  is a nite set of relation symbols
r1 ; : : : ; rk with associated arities (ri )  0. Let dom be a xed and countable
underlying domain. A database instance (database ) over  is a nite structure
D = (U; r1D ; : : : ; rkD ) with nite universe U  dom and relations riD  U (ri ) .
Let inst() denote the set of all database instances over . A k-ary query q
over  is a computable function on inst() such that (i) q(D) is a k-ary relation
on U , and (ii) q is preserved under isomorphisms, i.e. for every isomorphism  of
D, q((D)) = (q(D)). Thus, a query de nes a k-ary global relation on inst().

A query language L is a set of expressions together with a semantics which
maps every expression ' 2 L to a query (over some ). The expressive power of
a query language L is the class of all queries de nable in L. ' 2 L1 is equivalent
to 2 L2 if they express the same query. We say that L1 is at most as expressive
as L2 , denoted by L1  L2 , if for every expression in L1 there is an equivalent
expression in L2 . Both languages have the same expressive power, written as
L1  L2 , if L1  L2 and L2  L1 . L may denote both the language and the
class of queries de nable in it.

Notation. Following logic programming notation, we write domain variables
in upper case like X; X ; Y . Constants like x; y; a and relation symbols like
win; move are denoted in lower case.
T denotes a vector of n terms T1; : : : ; Tn (variables or constants).
Te denotes n-ary repetition of T , i.e. a vector T; T; : : : ; T .
We write '(X ) to emphasize that all free variables of ' are among X ; if we write
only ', nothing is said about the free variables of '.
0

Well-Founded Datalog. A Datalog program P is a nite set of rules of the
:

form

B1 ; : : : ; Bn ; : C1 ; : : : ; : Cm
where the head H is an atom, all Bi , Cj are atoms or equalities T1 = T2 where
T1 ; T2 are terms. A rule where n = m = 0 is called a fact.
The signature P of P is partitioned into a set idb(P ) of relation symbols of
P occurring in some head of P and edb(P ) of relation symbols occurring only in
H

the bodies of rules.
Fix a program P and a database D over edb(P ). A ground instance of a
rule is obtained by substituting constants from D for all variables; ground(P; D)
denotes the set of all such ground instances of rules of P , and BP;D denotes the
set of all ground instances of atomic formulas of P .
Let Y  BP;D . For X  BP;D let
TYP (X ) := fH j (H B1 ; : : : ; Bn ; : C1 ; : : : ; : Cm ) 2 ground(P; D)
with (Bi 2 D or Bi 2 X ) for all 1  i  n
and Cj 2= Y for all 1  j  mg

Then TYP is a monotone operator. Let P (Y ) := lfp(TYP ) be its least xpoint.
The operator P is antimonotone (observe how Y is used in TYP ), i.e., Y1  Y2
implies P (Y2 )  P (Y1 ). It follows that 2P (:= P  P ) is a monotone operator;
thus it has a least and a greatest xpoint lfp( 2P ) and gfp( 2P ). These are used
to de ne the truth value of a ground atom A under the well-founded semantics
WFS(P; D) for a given program P and database D:
8 true if A 2 lfp( 2 )
><
P
WFS(P; D)(A) := > false if A 2= gfp( 2P )
(?)
: undef if A 2 gfp( 2P ) n lfp( 2P )

De nition 2.1 (W-Datalog, W-Datalog2 )

A program P is called total (or 2-valued ) if for all databases D there is no ground
atom A with WFS(P; D)(A) = undef .
Let W-Datalog denote the set of Datalog programs evaluated under the
well-founded semantics, W-Datalog2 is the set of total W-Datalog programs. 2
Using the true atoms of the well-founded semantics, P de nes for every relation
r 2 idb(P ) a query qP;r over edb(P ):
qP;r : D 7! fx j WFS(P; D)(r(x)) = true g
(??)
We may assume w.l.o.g. that P contains one distinguished relation symbol
answer 2 idb(P ). This uniquely associates a query with every Datalog program
P.
:

Least Fixpoint Logic. Let FO be the set of rst-order formulas. By closing

FO under least xpoints of positive formulas we obtain least xpoint logic LFP.
The set of LFP-formulas is given by the following rules:4

' if ' is an atom ;

'
';
'
'
: ' ; ' ^ ; 9X' ; [LFPR(X ) ']V if (+)

where (+) is the proviso that the inductive relational variable R occurs only
 V are (R)-ary
positively (i.e., under an even number of negations) in ', and X;
5
tuples of variables. The semantics of LFP-formulas is given by a relation D j=
 V ) = [LFPR(X ) '(R; X;
 U )]V and u; v in D:
as usual. In particular, for (U;
D j= (u; v) :, v 2 Ru
S
i
+1
0
where Ru := ;, Ru := fx j D j= '(Rui ; x; u)g and Ru := i Rui .
Every LFP-formula (X ) de nes a query q as follows:
q : D 7! fx j D j= (x)g
Using (?) and (??) one can easily show W-Datalog  LFP.
4
In xpoint formulas, relational variables are denoted in upper case.
5
8; _ and ! are viewed as abbreviations.
For notational convenience, we only consider
variables V instead of terms T in the last rule.
1

1
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3 A Normal Form for Well-Founded Datalog
Abiteboul et. al. raised the question whether one can nd for each W-Datalog
program an equivalent total program [AHV95, pp. 397,401,403]. In other words, is
W-Datalog  W-Datalog2 ? (W-Datalog2  W-Datalog holds trivially.) When restricted to ordered databases, this is obviously the case, since S-Datalog (strati ed
Datalog) is equivalent to LFP (and thus captures PTIME) on ordered databases,
and WFS is 2-valued for S-Datalog (see e.g. [AHV95]).
As we will show, the question can also be answered armatively in the absence of order. First, using results of van Gelder [VG89] and Grohe [Gro94],
we show that every W-Datalog program can be transformed into a normal form
which corresponds to a certain game. The main result is that one can reduce such
games to draw-free games, which is equivalent to the fact that the corresponding
W-Datalog program is total.

3.1 Games
A game is a nite structure G = (V; move G ) with signature  = fmove g and
universe V . V are the positions (or vertices ), move G  V  V the set of possible
moves.
The game is played with a pebble by two players I and II in rounds. Each
round consists of two moves. Initially, I starts the game from some position x0 .
A player can move from x to y i (x; y) 2 move G. A player loses in x, if she
cannot move; she wins in x, if she can move to a position in which the opponent
loses. A position x 2 V is won (for I) if I can always win the game starting at
x, no matter how II moves. Conversely, x 2 V is lost (for I) if II can always win
the game, no matter how I moves. A position x is drawn if x is neither lost nor
won. Observe that the presence of cycles in move G is necessary but not sucient
for the existence of drawn positions in G.
If x is won, the length of x, denoted jxj, is the number of rounds which are
necessary for I to win, provided both players play optimal (i.e., each player tries
to win as quickly or to lose as slowly as possible). If x is lost or drawn, let
jxj = 1. A game is called draw-free if no position in V is drawn.
Games have a very elegant and intuitive representation in W-Datalog in the
form of the famous win-move example. Indeed this example has always been
used to demonstrate that WFS handles negation in a nice and intuitive way.

De nition 3.1 (W-DatalogG) Let W-DatalogG be the class of W-Datalog programs P which have a single recursive rule of the form

win(X )

 X ); : win(X )
move(X;
0

0

where X and X have the same arity  1, and a rule of the form
0

answer (U )

win(T)

where U are variables occurring in T. All other rules of P are nonrecursive,
contain neither win nor answer , and are semipositive, i.e., negation is allowed
only in front of edb relations.6
Let W-DatalogG2 be the set of total programs in W-DatalogG .
2
The simplest program in W-DatalogG is PG :

win(X )

answer

move(X; X ); : win(X ):
win(x0 ):
0

0

One easily veri es that PG represents games, i.e., for every game G = (V; move G ),
x0 is won/lost/drawn in G i WFS(PG ; G)(answer ) = true =false =undef .
We use the following theorems to show that an arbitrary W-Datalog program
can be transformed into a W-DatalogG program:

Theorem 3.2 (W-Datalog  LFP, [VG89])

For every W-Datalog program there is an equivalent LFP-formula and vice versa.

Theorem 3.3 (Bounded Skolem Normal Form, [Gro94])

Every LFP-formula with free variables U is equivalent to a formula (U ) of the
form
 U ) _ 9Y 8Z('(X;
 Y ; Z;
 U ) ! W (Z))]Ve
9V [LFPW (X ) '0 (X;
where '0 ; ' are quanti er-free rst-order formulas not containing W .

Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 imply that for every W-Datalog program P ,
there is an equivalent LFP-formula in bounded Skolem normal form. In the
sequel, we show how to obtain an equivalent program P 2 W-DatalogG by
viewing as a game.

Diagrams. As an auxiliary notation for games, we make use of diagrams as the
one depicted in Fig. 1 (we do not need a formal de nition). With every diagram
d and structure D we associate a game Gd;D = (V; move Gd;D ) as follows:
Let X = X1 ; : : : ; Xn be the unprimed variables of the diagram d, and let
Sq = fs1 ; : : : ; smg be the (white and black) \squares" of d. Then the positions
of Gd;D are
V = f(s; x) j s 2 Sq; x 2 Dn g :
The possibles moves between positions are given by the edges in d:
((s; x); (s ; x )) 2 move Gd;D i there is an edge s ! s in d, and (i), (ii) hold:
0

0

0

(i) for all Xi such that Xi is not 9-quanti ed in , we have xi = xi .
 X ), then D j= '(x; x ) .
(ii) if  contains a quanti er-free formula '(X;
6
A rule r is nonrecursive if no literal in the body of r is depending { directly or
indirectly via other rules { on the atom in the head of r, see e.g. [AHV95].
0

0

0

0

s0

 Y ; X ; U )
9X : '(X;
0

0

a

 U )
'0 (X;

9Y

b

0

 Y ; U;
 a; X ; Y ; U ) X = X;
 U = U:

move(s0 ; X;
 U ); X = X;
 Y = Y ; U = U:

 Y ; U;
 b; X ; Y ; U ) R'0 (X;
move(s0 ; X;
 Y ; U;
 s0 ; X ; Y ; U ) R'(X;
 Y ; X ; U ); Y = Y ; U = U:

move(a; X;
 U ) : : :
R'0 (X;

 U ) : : :
R'(X; Y ; Z;
 Y ; U ) move(S; X;
 Y ; U;
 S ; X ; Y ; U ); : win(S ; X ; Y ; U ):
win(S; X;
answer (U ) win(s0 ; Ve ; Y ; U ):
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Fig. 1. Reduction from Bounded Skolem Normal Form to a Game
Gd;D can be viewed as a game played with a sequence of pebbles (S; X1 ; : : : ; Xn )
whose actual value (s; x1 ; : : : ; xn ) is a position in Gd;D : the pebble S is on some
square s in d, the pebbles Xi are on elements xi of D. The players of Gd;D move
alternately between white and black squares (player I) or vice versa (player II).
The pebbles can be moved from (s; x) to (s ; x ) only if there is an edge s ! s
in d, and if additionally the old positions x of the X -pebbles and their new
positions x satisfy the conditions (i) and (ii) above. In particular, all pebbles
Xi have to remain on their positions during a move unless Xi is 9-quanti ed in
.
Every diagram d with unprimed variables X can be directly translated into
 S ; X ) of the game Gd;D such
the de nition of the move relation move(S; X;
G
that for the resulting W-Datalog program Pd we have WFS(Pd ; D)(win(s; x)) =
true =false =undef i (s; x) is won/lost/drawn in Gd;D . This translation is straightforward and should be clear from Fig. 1. Now we are in position to prove
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Theorem 3.4 (W-Datalog  W-DatalogG)

For every W-Datalog program P there is an equivalent program PG 2 W-DatalogG .
Proof. Let P be a W-Datalog program. By Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 there is an
equivalent LFP-formula (U ) in bounded Skolem normal form. We view (U )
as the game depicted by the diagram in Fig. 1. As explained before, the program
P in Fig. 1 can be directly obtained from the diagram and represents this game.
Since '0 and ' in the diagram are quanti er-free FO-formulas, the rules
 U ), R'(X;
 Y ; Z;
 U ) of P can be
de ning the equivalent idb relations R'0 (X;
chosen semipositive and nonrecursive.
The idea behind the game is as follows: Player I wants to prove that some

X are in the least xpoint Wu of Theorem 3.3. Player II wants to prove the
contrary. U are xed parameters and passed around unchanged.
 U ) holds, I can move from s0 to b and win, since there are no moves
If '0 (X;
from b. The other possibility for I to win is the move to a. I can win by moving
 Y ; Z;
 U ) holds,
to a if she chooses some Y such that for all Z for which '(X;


W (Z ) also holds. In terms of the game, this means that Z has to be established
as a won position for I in the next round. This is achieved by substituting X
 Y ; Z;
 U ) as in Fig. 1, which \feeds back" the new X in place of Z
for Z in '(X;
in the xpoint process. By induction one can verify that (for all y):
1

0

win(s0 ; x; y; u) 2 2Pk , x 2 Wuk ;
which is the case i I wins the game in s0 in k rounds. Therefore,
win(s0 ; x; y; u) 2 lfp( 2P ) , x 2 Wu

1

;

which implies

answer (u) 2 lfp( 2P ) , for some v : ve 2 Wu
, D j= (u) ;
where D is the structure which is implicit in the de nition of Wuk and P .
1

Remark. We have chosen as Theorem 3.3 the normal form of [Gro94] since
it allows a particularly short translation into a game. Theorem 3.4 can also be
proven from the following more familiar normal form theorem:
Theorem 3.5 ([Imm86])

Every LFP-formula is equivalent to a formula of the form [LFPR(X ) ']T where
' is a FO-formula.
Sketch of a proof of Theorem 3.4 using Theorem 3.5: By induction on FOformulas de ne a diagram d' such that Gd' ;D re ects the evaluation of ' in
D. In order to convert d' to a diagram d for = [LFPR(X ) ']T, substitute all
arrows with label containing R into appropriate loops back to the start of d' (use
that ' is positive in R). Convert d into a W-DatalogG program as described
above.

3.2 Reduction from Games to Draw-Free Games
It remains to show that for each game, there is an equivalent draw-free game.
We present an informal proof emphasizing the idea of the construction.7
G  W-DatalogG )
Theorem 3.6 (W-Datalog
2
G

For every W-Datalog program there is an equivalent program in W-DatalogG2 .
7
The presented reduction is due to [Kub95] which also contains the details of a proof
of a normal form for LFP implying Theorem 3.6.

Proof. The main problem consists in avoiding drawn positions. In the absence
of an order on the domain it seems particularly dicult to limit the length of
the game in order to eliminate drawn positions, e.g. we cannot use a counter for
that purpose.
The basic idea is to limit the length of a game by comparing it to a game of
maximal length. Two games are compared by playing them independently but
synchronously. Thus, we construct a new game 2G which simulates these two
games on the original structure G. To do so, we need two pebbles { one for each
game in G. Call these the clock pebble Y (on position y in G) and the verify
pebble X (on position x in G).8 The game played with the clock pebble is used
to limit the length of the game played with the verify pebble. The latter plays
the role of the pebble in the original game G.
Initially, player I claims that the verify pebble is on a won position, i.e.
jxj < 1. II places the clock pebble on y and claims that jyj is the maximal
length of a won position in the game. If this is true, I and II can compare jxj
and jyj and thus verify the original claim of I. The diculty remains that both
players have to agree upon the choice of y. To solve this, one has to design 2G
in such a way, that II can be disproved if she \cheats" by choosing a y which is
not maximal.
The new game 2G is constructed as follows (cf. Fig. 3): We use two macros
 ) and 1 round(Y ) to denote a round of moves of the pebbles on x and y
1 round(X
in G, respectively (Fig. 2). Note that in the simulated game G, I moves rst in
 ) while II moves rst in 1 round(Y ).
1 round(X

z1

9X

0

z1

 X )
move(X;
0

z2
z2


1 round(X ) :=
9X move(X; X ) 1 round(Y ) := 9Y move(Y ; Y )
z1 : : : z4
z1 : : : z4
z3
z3
9Y move(Y ; Y )
z4
z4
0

0

0

0

0

0

Fig. 2. Macro De nitions
Like above, the diagram in Fig. 3 de nes a set of semipositive nonrecursive
 Y ; S ; X ; Y ). Thus, if the move relation
rules for the new relation move(S; X;
8
As noted before, X = X1 ; : : : ; Xn is a sequence of pebbles on positions x; analogously
for Y .
0

0

0

s0
a
f

9Y

b

9X

0

c

0

1 round(

d1 : : : d4
9X

X )

e

0

g
1 round(

h 1 : : : h4

X )

9X Y
0

1 round(

i1 : : : i4

0

: X Y = Y X
0

0

Y )

j
k
1 round(

l1 : : : l4

X )

1 round(

m1 : : : m4

Player I

s0 ! a jxj < 1, \the length of x
is nite, ie x is won"
b ! c 9x : jxj = 1, \I show you
a new x which is won in 1
round"

f ! k jxj  jyj, \y is not shorter
than x"
f ! g jyj < 1; 9x : jxj = jyj +
1, \y is nite, but not
of maximal length: I show
you a new x which is 1
round longer"
j ! k jxj  jyj, \y is not shorter
than x"
l1 ! l2 jxj  jyj, \I can win in
time"

Y )

Player II

a ! b : 9x : jxj < 1, \there is no x
in G which is won"
a ! f 9y : jyj < 1; jyj maximal,
jxj > jyj, \y is nite, of maximal length and shorter than x"
k ! l1 jxj > jyj, \you can't win on x
in time"

g ! h1 jxj > jyj + 1, \x is more than
1 round longer than y: I give
you a lead of 1 round x and you
lose"

g ! i1 jxj  jyj, \your chosen x is not
longer than my y: let us swap
the pebbles on x and y and give
me a lead of 1 round in y : then
you lose on x against the clock"

Fig. 3. Draw-Free Game 2G and Implicit Claims of I and II.

0

of the original G (used in the macros of Fig. 2) is n-ary, the new move relation
of 2G is 2(n + 1)-ary. For a given answer relation answer (U ) win(X ) in PG ,
the new answer relation of P2G is de ned as
 Y ):
answer (U ) win(s0 ; X;
It is easy to see that I wins in 1 round(X ) if jxj = 1, and II wins 1 round(Y ) if
jyj = 1.
Assume for the moment that the dashed edge m4 ! s0 in Fig. 3 is absent.
The loop l1 ! m4 ! l1 compares the lengths of x and y: I wins this comparison
if jxj < 1 and jxj  jyj, while II wins if jyj < 1 and jyj < jxj.
To get a better understanding of the construction of 2G, we explain the
diagram in Fig. 3 as a dialog between I and II, where each move corresponds
to a claim of the moving player. Observe that each claim of a player contradicts
the previous claim of the opponent, and that each false claim can indeed be
disproved using the corresponding moves in the diagram.
Using the diagram and the implicit claims of the players, it should be clear
that I wins (s0 ; x; y) in 2G (for arbitrary y) if I wins x in G, and II wins (s0 ; x; y)
in 2G if x is lost or drawn (for I) in G. Thus the new game 2G is determinate
for positions (s0 ; x; y).
However 2G may still contain positions which are drawn: Consider e.g. (l1 ; x; y)
where x and y are drawn in G. Then II gets no chance of refuting the claim that
x is won in G, hence (l1 ; x; y) is also drawn in 2G. In order to allow II to defeat
such false claims, the dashed edge is needed. By moving along m4 ! s0 , II can
win and refute I by choosing the maximal y in the move a ! f .
The nal obstacle is that one has to verify that if x is won in G, then II
cannot delay the game in nitely using the edge m4 ! s0 . Indeed jxj decreases
each time the game reaches m4 :
(a) if II chooses in a some y with jyj  jxj, then I has to move along f ! k
thereby enforcing that at least 1 round(X ) is played.
(b) if II chooses jyj < jxj, then I chooses a new x with jxj = jyj +1. Independent
of the choice of II (g ! h1 or g ! i1 ), the new x will be at least one smaller,
when m4 is reached.
Summarizing, this shows that (for arbitrary y)
 I wins (s0 ; x; y) in 2G i x is won in G, and
 II wins (a; x; y) in 2G i x is lost or drawn in G.
 No positions (s; x; y) in 2G are drawn.
Putting everything together, we have
W-Datalog

which proves

Theorem 3:4
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Corollary 3.7 (W-Datalog  W-Datalog2)

2

For every well-founded Datalog program, there is an equivalent total program.
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